Theorem A (see [1, III.2 
.14/15] or [-4]) If the Lie algebra g permits an invariant pointed generating cone then g contains a "compactly embedded" Cartan subalgebra I), i.e., b is a Caftan subaIgebra such that Exp ad I) is a relatively compact subgroup of Aut(g). Such an [ is necessarily abelian. If C is an invariant pointed generating cone in g then C c~ b is a pointed generating cone in l).
For a fixed b one may decompose the complexification ,q~ into root spaces: g~=bc| (~g~ where f2 is a subset of b*=Hom(b, lR) such that f2= -f2 and WU~2 0r
This decomposition yields a decomposition of the real algebra g along the set 0..=(2/{+1} of equivalence classes of f2: g=b@(~g~, where ~c~ 6~ =(g~,| ~_~)~ if ~={-~o,~o}. Each w~o5 defines a complex structure Jc~, on the real vector space ~t~, by I-h, x] =co(h) Jo, x for heb, xeg~. Clearly, J_~,= Theorem B (see [1, III.6.5 These results look conclusive and they are. But when I tried to use these three theorems as a device to construct examples I observed that still I had to do some work. Some of this work can be done quite general. And that's what I am going to present in this note. More precisely, I want to write down an explicit procedure for constructing (all) irlvariant pointed generating cones in solvable Lie algebras. The concepts will be, I hope, adequate for this constructive attitude. Normally, I don't like coordinates: in almost all cases one looses elegance, sometimes one gets lost completely. But in constructing examples of cones in finite dimensional spaces it seems to be the most efficient way to realize the space as ~" and to describe the cone therein by a set of inequalities. If a cone is invariant under a group, preferably the inequalities should be invariant under the group, i.e., the functions entering in the inequalities are invariant. This will turn out to be the case for invariant pointed generating cones in solvable Lie algebras. The organization of this note is as follows. First we introduce the data from which an invariant pointed generating cone can be constructed and carry out the construction. Secondly, we show that our "list" is completc and givc some remarks on the uniqueness of the data attached to a given cone. The article is finished by considering the case of two dimensional Cartan algebras. The following remarks contain comments on the data. Some of them are a little premature in the sense that they can be understood much better after the construction.
Remark I To construct "concrete" examples one can always arrange that s =IR"= ~* and that A is contained in the "octant" N~.
Remark 2 If property c 3) holds as stated, then it is clearly satisfied by all elements 7 in C(F). As we will see later the cone constructed out of the data does not really depend on F, but merely on C(F). The only reason to introduce F is that in constructing examples (that is our point of view) one wants to describe the cones in question by a minimal set of inequalities. So, one should imagine F as the extremal points of a base of the cone C(F).
Remark 3
If the data of a) and b) are given there always exists at least one subset F satisfying cO), cl), c2), c3), namely the union of A and the standard basis vectors of IRa.
Remark 4
The case ~=0, A=0 is not formally excluded even though this is, of course, not the situation we have in mind. It corresponds to (invariant) cones in abelian Lie algebras. More precisely, the cone we are going to construct out of the data is simply the dual cone of C(F) in the abelian Lie algebra IR a, see below. Also if ~ is different from zero -which implies that the corresponding Lie algebra is non-abelian it may happen that this algebra has an abelian factor. 
~D~(u~, v~)+ 2 ID~(v~, u~)--89 D~(v~, v~)

= -89 D~(<,, uO
for all :~eA, k = 1 ..... d. We see that the v~ drop out. Hence the g~ are invariant functions.
From the assumption that the cone C(F) generated by F is pointed it follows immediately that C is non-empty (one may even choose the u= to be zero).
Using the compactness ofF one sees that ~ is open. In particular, C is generating.
The question whether C is pointed is a little more delicate. One first has to derive a more direct description of C which is a productive exercise anyway. We claim that C consists of those (t, ~ u~, z 1 ..... zd) which satisfy: Hence the collection of vectors {7 j'~ does the job. Now, let (t, ~ u~, zl .... , za) be an element of C, i.e., there exists a sequence (t(,), ~ -,"c"',-1"("), ..., z~")), neN, of elements in d converging to this element. We claim that (t, ~ u~,zl,..., zd) has the properties (1), (2), (3). Clearly, c~(W))>0
for all ~, all n implies ~(t)>0. For each l, l<l<m, and each n one has the inequality Up to now our considerations were quite elementary, we didn't use any advanced theory, in particular not the Theorems A, B, C. Of course, we were guided by this ABC. These theorems are used explicitly in order to show that the constructed cones exhaust all possible invariant pointed generating cones in solvable Lie algebras. We will use the notations introduced in the beginning. We defined already all the data demanded in a) and b) starting from g and C. It is easy to see using Theorem B that the obvious isomorphism from g onto 5| @V:@N d is a Lie algebra isomorphism, where the latter space Now, all the data are introduced. The proof of Theorem 2 is finished if we can show that the given cone C coincides (under the obvious identification) with the cone, say C(% A, F) to distinguish it from C(F), corresponding in the sense of Theorem 1 to the just established data % A etc. Since both cones are invariant, by the uniqueness part of Theorem C it is sufficient to prove that
O~(u~, v~)= #~ (J~ u~, v=) + i #k~(u~, v~).
It is easy to check that D] is hermitean using the skew-symmetry of the
C~I?=bc~C(~,A,F). But this is evident using that C~b is the dual cone of (C ~ b)* and that, by Theorem 1, b c~ C (5, A, F) is the dual of C(F).
Concerning uniqueness of the data attached to a given cone the proof of Theorem 2 shows that one should not expect too much. The vector space complement ~ to 3 in l? was completely arbitrary, and also the chosen basis ft ..... fd is far from being unique. 
Theorem 3 Suppose that an invariant pointed generating cone C in a solvable Lie algebra g is realized by two collections of data ~, A, V~, d, D~, F and t, B, W~, d', E~, A (I hope that the notation is self-explanatory). Then d=d' and there exist a bijection fl~-~fl from B onto A, a linear isomorphism
q~(iu)=e,,i~p,(u) and :~(s)=e~(~pw(s)), ~=e, q,(~).
Using that ~0 transforms the cones, one concludes that all the signs e~ have to be + 1. As a consequence all the (p, are (E-linear. The map fl-~/~ from B onto A is defined as the inverse of ~--*~, and (i) is clear. But that is precisely (iii). Obviously, the quantities described in the theorem can be used to reconstruct a Lie algebra isomorphism ~ which transforms the cones corresponding to the data.
As an illustration of the above construction let's consider invariant pointed generating cones in solvable Lie algebras g with one-dimensional centers 3 and two-dimensional (compactly embedded) Cartan algebras b. In terms of the data this means the following. For a suitable "orientation" of the one-dimensional space ~, in ~=IR is given a finite collection A of positive numbers. As d= 1 each V~ is simply an ordinary complex Hilbert space with scalar product D,. Also the orthogonal sum V= @ V~ is a complex Hilbert space with scalar product D, say. In IR2= ~ | IR there don't exist too many pointed generating cones C(F), in particular as we know by c3) that C(F) has to be contained in {(x, y)~iRZ]y >0} and that by c2) the positive x-axis is contained in C(F). This means that we may choose F to be Clearly, to obtain the closure C one only has to allow equality in these inequalities. As we have shown above our construction yields invariant inequalities. Lorentzian form q then q defines an invariant pointed generating cone C = Cq.
Hence (L, C) must be in our "list". A small consideration shows that for the associated data one has to have d= 1 =dim ~. -But 1 think this is the wrong way to look at our results. One had better view the cones we constructed as genuine generalizations of the Lorentzian cones. By the way, even further generalizations are possible. One may allow A to be infinite, even uncountable if one has a measure on A and uses direct integrals of Hilbert spaces. In [4] , the authors ask whether it is possible that the group Inn (9) of inner automorphisms is not closed in GL(,q) in case that 9 allows an invariant pointed generating cone. The potential non-closedness causes some trouble in the considerations of [4] . Our results show in particular that for solvable algebras g the group Inn(fl) is almost never closed whatever that means. Anyway, to see such an algebra and to produce a really concrete example what is in the spirit of this note we specialize the data even further. In addition to d= 1 =dim we assume that #A=2 and dime V~=I, i.e., V~=C. The bracket on 9 =IRO ~2 O]R is given by   [(t, vl, v2, z), (s, ul, u2, w) 
where cq, ~2 are positive numbers. This is an one-dimensional extension of the five-dimensional Heisenberg algebra I/~20 IR. An invariant Lorentzian form on g is given by (corresponding to ~ = 0) q(t, vl,v2,z)=2zt -l lvtl 2 11v212.
~1 ~2
The group Inn (g) is closed if and only if the numbers a l, ~2 are linearly dependent over the rationals -which is almost never the case. This algebra and its corresponding group in GL4(C) leave invariant a particular hermitean form on 112 4. I don't know whether that is a special case of a general (and noteworthy) phenomenon. I didn't consider this question.
Let me finish this paper with three remarks. First, we have seen in this paper that the Theorems A, B, C are indeed conclusive. Only using them we could establish a constructive procedure to obtain all invariant cones in solvable Lie algebras. Secondly, I want to emphasize once more (cf. Remark 3 above) that one only needs the data given in a) and b) in order to construct a solvable Lie algebra which admits at least one invariant pointed generating cone. So, all those algebras are known. The final remark could be used to write this paper all over again in a different light. The above invariant functions gr clearly have an origin which has nothing to do with a particular linear functional ?. Suppose that the Lie algebra g possesses a compactly embedded Cartan algebra b. Let g = b 9 @ g~, be the decomposition into root spaces, cf. the introduc- (f(x) ).
The latter observation might be useful when considering invariant cones in general Lie algebras.
